TESTIMONY for Senate State Government Committee Hearing
on Decertification of Machines, March 26, 2019
The Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Article I, Section 5, begins with an assurance of
rights to our citizens that, “Elections shall be free and equal; and no power, civil or military, shall at any
time interfere to prevent the free exercise of the right of suffrage.” The General Assembly has a
fundamental duty to ensure free elections. We have a responsibility to our constituents to assure them
that their votes are counted accurately, and are not being compromised by miscalibration,
malfunctioning voting machines, or illegal attempts to tamper with election outcomes by domestic or
foreign criminals. This is one of our highest duties as elected legislators.
The General Assembly should support the Department of State (DOS) directive for counties to have new
machines with paper records in place by the 2020 elections, and we should also support funding to
assist counties in this essential transition. There are several emergent reasons why we must support
their decision:
1) DOS has the authority in the Election Code over the certification of voting machines.
2) Most of Pennsylvania’s voting machines are at the end of their lifespan.
3) Most of Pennsylvania voting machines do not allow for independent audits of election results.
4) Pennsylvania’s voting machines are vulnerable to hacking, despite claims of “not being connected to
the internet”.
5) Officials from the Department of Homeland Security, the Senate Intelligence Committee, and
numerous computer science and election security experts have concluded that voting machines must
have a voter-verified paper trail and robust election audits to ensure election security. Intelligence
officials are unsure of the full impact of Russia’s attempted hacks of numerous states and vendors, and
have warned that Russians will continue in their efforts to hack U.S. elections.

First, the Department of State acted within its authority under the Pennsylvania Election Code. Article II,
Section 201(b), which describes the powers and duties of the Secretary of the Commonwealth, clearly
states that the Secretary’s has the power and the duty “To examine and reexamine voting machines,
and to approve or disapprove them for use in this State, in accordance with the provisions of this act.”
The General Assembly should not make the mistake of taking away the Secretary’s authority at a crucial
time when our voting machines are vulnerable. The Secretary needs the ability to act quickly when
there are serious flaws or threats to our voting machines. The General Assembly has not demonstrated
the will or the ability to act with sufficient speed in critical times, as evidence by the fact that certain
flawed parts of the Election Code have not been amended since 1937.
Second, most of Pennsylvania’s voting machines are old and showing signs of decay (See Norden, L., &
Famighetti, C.). Poll workers and voters complain of buttons that do not work or light up when a voter
tries to press certain buttons, and broken locks on machines which leave the results cartridges exposed.
There have been problems reported with printers not working, so that Judges of Elections could not

print out vote tallies. However, most vendors are no longer manufacturing direct-recording electronic
machines (DREs), so election officials have a hard time finding replacement parts. The problem of
malfunctioning machines was recently demonstrated in York and Dauphin counties in the 2018 primary
elections when crucial machine functions failed, and voters left the polls without voting (See FOX43.com
and WITF.org May 25, 2015). An additional area of concern is the fact that many of Pennsylvania’s
voting machines, some older than 25 and 30 years, are no longer even supported by software security
upgrades, leaving them highly vulnerable to error and manipulation. To ensure “free and equal
elections for Pennsylvania voters, the General Assembly has a duty to ensure that the machines in use
are resilient in times of crisis and are not outdated.
Third, most of Pennsylvania’s voting machines are incapable of being independently audited or
recounted, since there is no voter-verified paper record of the individual votes. Fewer than 20% of PA
voters have the assurance of a paper record of their individual votes cast (see Verified Voting
Testimony…). Pennsylvania lags desperately behind the rest of the nation in protecting our citizens’
right to vote with a paper record. By contrast, more than 80% of voters in the U.S. are guaranteed
protection of their right to vote with a paper record (See Norden, L., & Famighetti, C.) The problem of
inability to audit or recount the votes was poignantly demonstrated in two recent examples. In 2016,
several counties received reports from voters of machines that were flipping votes to alternate parties
or candidates. Election officials verified the problem, and some were attributed to miscalibration (see
WGNTV.com and Lancasteronline.com). The problematic machines were re-calibrated or taken out of
service by election officials. That does not address the problem for the voters who had voted previously
on the erroneous machines. There would be no way to properly attribute those prior votes, since there
was no paper record of the individual votes, and the electronic record had clearly been compromised.
In York County’s November 2017 election, 600 voting machines were incorrectly programmed, resulting
in 2,900 double votes in races where voters were only supposed to vote for one candidate. Election
officials later said they had addressed the problem, but there is no way to know that 2,900 people were
not disenfranchised, because there was no independent way to go back and check individual records of
those votes without a paper record of each vote cast (see WITF.org Dec. 7, 2017). In addition, the
Saccone-Lamb special election in Pennsylvania in 2018, Pennsylvania Representative Rick Saccone had
considered calling for a recount in a race after voter claims of vote-flipping by machines. No recount or
audit was possible due to the lack of individual paper ballots in the DRE voting machines. It is clear that
voters need assurance that elections are auditable and verifiable if they are to have faith in the
legitimacy of their elected leaders.
Fourth, it is important to restate that the General Assembly has a responsibility under Article I, Section 5
of the Pennsylvania Constitution to ensure that “no power, civil or military, shall at any time interfere to
prevent the free exercise of the right of suffrage”. That includes a duty to ensure that our voting
machines are secure. Several computer scientists and even hacker conventions have demonstrated how
easy it is to hack the type of DRE voting machines used in Pennsylvania in just a matter of minutes with
materials available to any member of the public. The source list below includes numerous pieces of
evidence and testimony from computer experts testifying to the fact, including PhD’s such as Appel,
Halderman, and Lopresti. Members of the public can easily see how vulnerable our voting machines are
by simply walking into a voting precinct a few days or even weeks before an election. Voting machines
are often stored for days before the election in unsecured polling places with public access in our public
schools, libraries, and town halls for days before an election, often with the results cartridges in the
machines.

A common myth argued by public officials is that Pennsylvania’s machines are secure because
they are not connected to the Internet. This has been disproven. In 2011, voting machines in Venango
County, PA were reported to be “flipping votes”. An analysis of the machines showed that the
machines, which were not “connected to the Internet” had been compromised by remote access
software. The software had been installed two years earlier and activated several times, including for 80
minutes the night before an election. A contractor was using the remote access software to work on the
system from home. Anyone who could gain access to the contractor’s home computer could use that to
access the system (see Zetter, Kim, Feb 2018). This is how hackers frequently gain access to systems.
They can use phishing emails to install malware on any election official or vendors computer. Anyone
who has been compromised by malware can unknowingly download it onto the ballot programming,
which can then be downloaded onto every single voting machine with a simple memory device like a
flash drive or a memory cartridge. The top voting machine vendor in the country admitted last year in a
letter to Senator Wyden (D-OR) that it had installed remote access software on many voting machines,
despite prior denials of that installation by a company spokesperson (see Zetter, Kim, July 2018).
Fifth, numerous national officials, intelligence officials, and cybersecurity experts have concluded that
there is a high priority for voting machines to have voter-verified paper records of individual votes, and a
robust election auditing process (see Senator Burr and Syeed & Edgarton). Federal intelligence officials,
agencies, and committees have verified the Russian attempts to hack U.S. elections through both
vendors and state databases. They have designated elections as critical infrastructure in order to give it
a priority for security. Numerous sources below document this. Even the General Assembly’s Joint
State Government Commission advised in December of 2017 that Pennsylvania voting machines need
voter-verified paper records and audits, and it offered draft legislation to further that purpose (see Joint
State Government Commission). The General Assembly must take seriously our responsibility to
prevent election interference by criminals. We must support, not hinder, the Department of State in
their efforts to bring more secure elections to Pennsylvania citizens.

Pennsylvania’s citizens deserve to have confidence that we are protecting their fundamental right to
vote. Public and private security experts are in agreement. Pennsylvania’s DRE machines are outdated,
incapable of being independently audited, and vulnerable to tampering. One of our highest duties is to
protect the fundamental right to vote. Senator Gordner’s proposed bill would postpone long-needed
security upgrades that cannot wait. We must allow the Secretary of the Commonwealth to responsibly
perform critical election security upgrades in a timely fashion. We must also impress upon our
colleagues the need for General Assembly funding to assist counties in their crucial function of secure
elections, upon which local, state, and federal officials are all elected. We must maintain the confidence
of Pennsylvania citizens that we are safeguarding their fundamental right to vote.

Testimony written and submitted by Pennsylvania election integrity groups
from Bucks County and Montgomery County
Janis Hobbs-Pellechio, president of SAVE Bucks Votes (“Secure, Accurate, Verifiable Elections”)
www.SAVEBucksVotes.org
Muna Elshakhs, co-founder of Citizens for Better Elections
www.CoalitionforBetterElections.org
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